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Neurological symptoms as the result of
enlarged dimensions and non-typical course
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Neurological symptoms as the result of non-typical course of superficial cerebral
veins are described in available literature very rarely. The case described below
indicates that in some circumstances the compression symptoms derived from
the cerebral cortex may be incredibly more serious than their anatomical reasons. In our observation a young woman was described complaining of paroxysmal numbness of the left upper limb with paraesthesiae of the left side of the
face, the left eye and left half of the tongue. The patient said that in childhood
she used to have paroxysmal itching of the left hand. She also said that CT of the
head made a few years ago after a car accident was without pathological changes.
Neurological examination, x-ray of the skull and EEG test performed during first
visit proved normal. After one year of the disease, Jackson-type epilepsy, combined with loss of sensation of the left half of the face for the first time, was
present. Neurological and ophthalmological examination of the bottom of the
eye proved normal. Skull x-ray was normal. Then disturbances of the vision in
the left half of the field appeared. EEG was still in norm. The MRI test showed
the asymmetry in the course and dilated superficial vein between the basis of
the right temporal lobe and the tentorium of the cerebellum. The diameter of
this vein was 2.5 mm, but there were no vascular malformations. Bottom of the
eye was normal, but in the field of vision the white and red colours were dominated.
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INTRODUCTION

about normal and developmental anatomy of the
venous system may be important in many clinical
circumstances. Developmental venous anomalies of
the central nervous system are an exaggeration of
the normal venous collector system, not a vascular
lesion. These anomalies may be associated with other
processes with the nervous system like tumours,
demyelinating and vascular lesions, as well as cavernous and arteriovenous malformations [16]. The

In traditional morphology greater interest was
directed to the anatomy of the arterial system of the
brain than to the venous system, despite its importance in neuropathology [1–3, 18, 19].
This refers especially to superficial cerebral veins,
which may be well developed or may even not exist
[9, 13, 14]. Many pathologies can change the normal appearance of the venous system. Knowledge
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instigating factors involved are not completely understood. The primary clinical significance of venous
anomalies is that planned or inadvertent occlusion
during treatment of associated lesions frequently
leads to venous infarction of the surrounding normal brain [8]. Recently, increasing attention has focused on the possible importance of venous outflow
disturbance and venous hypertension in the pathogenesis and pathophysiology of these anomalies [12].
To our knowledge the first report about the CT
angiographic appearance of developmental venous
anomalies was published in 1999 [15]. Later other
similar reports were presented.

CASE REPORT
Young woman (20 years — case history 823/
/99), reported to the Neurological Clinic in October
1999 complaining of paroxysmal numbness of the
left upper limb with paraesthesiae to the left side
of the face, to the left eye and to left half of the
tongue. Paroxysms had increasing intensification
with duration in time from 2 to 5 minutes. The patient said that in childhood she used to have paroxysmal itching of the left hand. She also said that
CT of the head made in 1994 after a car accident
was without pathological changes. Neurological examination, x-ray of the skull and EEG test performed during first visit proved normal. From this
time the natural case history was as follows: July
2000 — Jackson-type epilepsy appeared beginning
as anaesthesia of the skin around left half of the
mouth. Usually it was combined with loss of sensation of the left half of the face. Neurological and
ophthalmological examination of the bottom of the
eye proved normal. The skull x-ray was without any
pathological changes. In October 2000 disturbances of the vision in the left half of the vision
field added. In the remaining field of the vision the
white and red colours predominated. EEG proved
normal. The MRI test showed the asymmetry in the
course and dilated dimensions of superficial vein
on the inferior surface of the right temporal lobe,
above the lateral part of the tentorium of the cerebellum (Fig. 1, 2). The diameter of this vein was
2.5 mm, but there were no vascular malformations.
Bottom of the eye was normal, but in the field of
vision the white and red colours were still dominant. Then neuralgia of the first branch of the left
trigeminal nerve appeared as the main clinical
manifestation. Doppler ultrasound examination
performed recently showed no vascular malformation in intracranial cavity.

Figure 1. MRI a-p scan. Arrow indicates the enlarged superficial
vein between the base of the right temporal lobe and tentorium
of the cerebellum.

Figure 2. MRI sagittal scan. No more vascular malformations are
visible from this projection.

DISCUSSION
Classic description of the superficial cerebral
venous system divides these vessels into superior and
inferior groups, anastomotic vessels and basal vein.
In an anatomical study Kędzia divided the venous
system of the lateral cerebral sulcus according to the
main direction of the venous outflow [6]. During the
past five years, only a few papers have been presented on variations of the superficial venous sys-
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sensory symptoms, 3 with motor deficits, 2 with
trigeminal neuralgia). Trigeminal neuralgia caused
by compression from petrosal vein transfixing the
nerve was also described by Kimura et al. [7]. All the
above presented cases indicate that an understanding of the complexity and diversity of the intracranial venous drainage complexes and their configurations is necessary to avoid diagnostic and therapeutic problems. It should simplify the decision about
final operative or non-operative treatment in the
future.

tem of the temporal lobe [4, 5, 17]. Four distinct
venous drainage complexes were identified on the
inferolateral surface of temporal lobe by Guppy et
al. [5]. There were: a/ the lateral complex, b/ the
anteroinferior complex, c/ the inferiormedial complex and d/ the posteroinferior complex. Three main
configurations were described: the candelabra of
veins uniting to form one large vein, multiple independent draining veins and venous lakes running in
the tentorium before entering the sinuses. The lateral complex was described in 100% of the specimens, but in the majority of cases it did not represent the dominant venous drainage of the lateral
and inferior surfaces of the temporal lobe. According to Sener’s information, the lateral temporal vein
was present on both sides in 80% of examined cadavers, and seen on one or both sides in 0.5% of
the CT studies, and in 24% of those using MRI [17].
A search for this vein was undertaken in 20 cadavers, 200 CT and 200 MRI studies [17].
Chen described in the year 2000 a 30-year-old
woman with congenital cerebral venous dysgenesis
with absence of the internal cerebral and basal veins
and most of the cortical veins [4]. Unlike the more
common bilateral picture, she had this abnormality
only on the left side, which delayed presentation and
gave relatively mild symptoms [4]. Topper et al. identified 67 patients with intracranial developmental
venous anomalies, among them 12 with associated
cavernoma [20]. None of the 67 patients showed an
association between the complaints that led to the
MRI and the location of the venous anomalies. Authors concluded that these anomalies do not seem
to be associated with a specific clinical presentation.
The natural history of cerebral venous malformations
was well documented by Naff et al. [11]. They stated
that the most frequent locations of lesion included
the frontal lobe (55.6%) and the cerebellum (27%).
The most frequent presentations included headache
(50.8%), focal neurological deficits (40%) and seizure (30.2%). Prevalence of headache and seizure
decreased over time without treatment of the lesion.
Their study established that the natural history of
venous malformations is benign and that conservative therapy is warranted. Similar research was done
by McLaughlin et al. [10]. They took a 10-year prospective clinical and magnetic resonance imaging
study to determine the natural history of 80 patients
with cerebral venous malformations. Twenty-two
patients presented with neurological signs or symptoms that were thought to be related to the malformations (9 with headaches, 4 with seizures, 3 with
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